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Cooperative systems programming deals with four
topics: multiuser interfaces, coordination, shared
workspace, and networking control. The goal of CSDL
(Cooperative Systems Design Language) is to cover all
these aspects. The basic idea is that existing software,
hardware or design techniques should be integrated to
generate new systems. Integration is the crucial issue in
the design of real cooperative systems, since they often
rely on a network of heterogeneous workstations [7].
Moreover, the capability of integration of existing
software permits to use the same tools (editors,
spreadsheets, and so on) in stand-alone situations, as well
as in cooperation [1 11.

Abstract

CSDL is a specification and design language fi)r
cooperative systems. The language constructs support
modular design by separation of concerns. A typical
system is composed of a shared workspace, and
collaboration control modules That define cooperation
rules, control the underlying conznzunication system, and
provide multiuser inteij4ace.t
This paper presents the development of u colluborutive
system based on a stand-alone XI 1 upplication. The keystudy detnonstrates the simplicity and the .flexibility of the
proposed approach .for managing all aspects of a
cooperative system design.

1 . Introduction

Coordination
Shared Workspace

The wide availability of networked workstations and of
high-level, high-performance communication services
makes computer supported cooperative works a
challenging and promising research topic [2 11.
Cooperation is currently supported by tools that are at
different evolution stages. For example, electronic mailing
systems are sound and widespread products, while
teleconferencing or electronic meeting rooms are still
prototype or earlier releases. Most such systems are
tightly associated with specific media, technologies 'and
application areas. There is still a lack of general models
and of open technological platforms supporting the design
of cooperative systems and of "collaboration-aware"
applications [15].
An environment supporting the design of cooperative
systems should provide the designer with abstractions to
model the logical coordination anong activities, and to
control multiple information flows by hiding system- and
media- dependent issues. It must also emphasize
modularization to enforce integration and open-endness.
Therefore information hiding and separation of conceins
[9] are basic issues.

Figure 1. Cooperative systems' architecture.

In a cooperative system can be decomposed in three
levels, as sketched in Figure 1. Users interact through a
shared woi-kspnce [121 which can be formed of stand-alone
applications or ad hoc applications. The coordination layer
is the core of the system, since it supports the definition
of cooperation rules and their implementation in terms of
access control to the shared workspace. CSDL [6] defines
the coordination layer through constructs for cooperation
policy definition.
This paper presents the development of a system in
CSDI,. The system allows a group of physical distributed
users to edit a document concurrently. It permits to share
the single-user editor xedit by multiplexing the
application's outputs to each participant, while inputs
come from one user at a time. A simple floor control
policy allows participants to designate who has that right.
The paper provides a detailed presentation of the
coordination layer, and a discussion of system architecture.
Examples of multiuser editors can be found in [13] [8]
[16], and [17]. The DistEdit system [14] is related to our
work since it provide a toolkit for building and supporting
multiple group editors. CSDL is more general since it is
not limited to collaborative editors and is open to
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document. That user is selected through a booking policy.
The Top coordinator partitions the users in two groups:
a group formed of potential collaborators, i.e., people that
are granted to join a work session, and a group formed of
actually working people, i.e., people that are connected to
the system and may access the edited document. What
these users can do is stated by mapping their group to a
group of the second abstraction level. It means that the
members of WorkingGroup are also members of the
Readers group. The Readers group collects people that can
read the document. The role of writer is assumed by the
member of the Currentwriter group. This group is nested
in the Readers group stating that who plays the role of
writer, also plays the role of reader. Readers may ask to
become the writer by joining the Nextwriters group. Note
that members of this group are still members of the
Readers group.
The last coordinator, XWindow, is the bridge between
the coordination layer, and the shared workspace layer. It
translates the roles defined in the upper coordinator into
access grants to the shared workspace. Thus, members of
the Reader groups are members of the Output group, i.e.,
they can receive data from the shared workspace, and the
member of the Currentwriter group is member of the
Input group, i.e., he can send data to the shared
workspace.

multimedia applications. Similar goals are pursued by
LIZA [lo], MMConf [3], Rendezvous [18], and GroupKit
[191.
Section 2 presents the general model for a cooperative
system. Section 3 illustrates how CSDL allows a modular
design of the coordination layer. Section 4 illustrates the
multiuser interface of the system. Section 5 discusses
possible implementations exploiting shared processes or
replicated processes. Section 6 draws some conclusion,
and presents future developments.

2 . The coordination model
Cooperating people are characterized by the role they
play inside a cooperative environment, and cooperation
policies define the role changes [4]. The partition of users
according to their role leads to the definition of groups qf
user$ that play the same role. This abstraction makes the
role definition independent from user identities, and from
particular cooperation policies. Moreover, no assumptions
are required on shared applications, on communication
media, nor on user interfaces.
CSDL's basic unit is the coordinator [ 5 ] . It is defined
as a collection of user groups corresponding to roles. The
cooperation control part of a system is composed of one
or more coordinators. Coordinators form a hierarchy in
which each module uses other modules.
A coordinator is composed of a specfication, a body
and a context. A specification defines roles and policies in
terms of groups and requests that groups' members can
issue; in turn, a request is defined by the acrions it
triggers. A body defines the visibility of the shared
workspace according to roles. A context defines which
coordinators are connected to a coordinator when it is a
component of a complex and modular system.

3 . Coordinators
The coordination part of the system formalizes what
described in the previous section. For space limits, we
present only the specification of coordinator SharedEditor:
coordinator SharedEditor {
invariant #CurrentWriter I 1;
group Readers {
type Set;
requests
join NextWriters myself {
actions: insert NextWriters myself; } ]
group Currentwriter {
type Set;
nestedIn Readers;
requests
leave Currentwriter myself {
actions: extract Currentwriter myself;}
join Currentwriter {
requires: #Nextwriters f 0;
actions:
extract CurrentWriter myself;
insert Currentwriter remove NextWriters;]
join Currentwriter other {
requires: other in NextWriters;
actions:
extract CurrentWriter myself;
extract NextWriters other;
insert Currentwriter other;) ]

Figure 2. Coordinators.

Figure 2 is a graphical representation of the
coordination part of the system we present in this paper. It
is composed of three coordinators, each one expressing an
abstraction of users' roles. Since the scope of the paper is
to present the language features, and the deriving system
architecture, we adopted a very simple cooperation policy.
We suppose that a group of people may share the same
text document, and that one user at a time can write the
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group Nextwriters [
type Queue;
nestedIn Readers;
requests
join Currentwriter myself [
requires:
#Nextwriters f 0 and
myself = select NextWriters;
actions: insert Currentwriter myself; )
leave Nextwriters myself {
actions: extract Nextwriters myself;} } }

3.1. Coordinators' context
Coordinators in Figure 2 are connected by mapping
rules stating that members of WorkingGroup are also
members of Readers group, members of Readers group are
member of Output group, and the member of
Currentwriter is member of Input group.
Mapping is expressed by the context subunit of a
coordinator. A context may include the name of the
controlled coordinators (one or more) and the group
mapping. An example is:

A coordinator specification includes an optional
invariant, and a list of group specifications. The
invariant is a logic expression for consistency verification.

coordinator context SharedEditor [
controls XWindow;
group Readers (
controlled;
niappedTo XWindow.Output; }
group Currentwriter [
not controlled;
mappedTo XWindow .Input; }
group Nextwriters [
not controlled;} }

It is expressed in terms of group cardinality, since
members are anonymous. Coordinator SharedEditor has an
invariant stating that Currentwriter has at most one user.
A group specification includes a type (set, queue, stack,
...) that defines in which way members are stored and
retrieved (this is needed because users are anonymous), a
nesting that defines the dependency from another role, and
a set of available requests. When two groups are nested
(e.g., Readers and Currentwriter), the set of available
requests to a member of the inner group (Currentwriter)
are those associated with both groups. The inner group
may hide a request by redefining it.
The cooperation model is based on roles played by
users. Thus, requests that users of a system can issue are
related to groups' membership. For instance, a member of
the group Currentwriter can issue the following reyuests

When a coordinator is controlled, its set of available
reyuests is reduced according to the mapping. In other
terms, requests affecting controlled groups are no longer
available to users. This is to assure system consistency:
only the controller can send requests that modify
conuolled groups. Such requests are unrejectable.

3.2. Coordinators' body

leave Currentwriter myself
join Currentwriter other
join Currentwriter

So far, we have considered roles (and consequently
groups) as abstract description of what a user can or
cannot do in terms of requests for coordination control.
For instance, we have defined that the current writer
controls who will be the next speaker, and when he or she
actually becomes the next writer. But roles should also
define how users interact with the shared workspace. For
instance, the role of writer requires the capability of
sending data to the shared editor. The coordinator body
defines the visibility of the shared workspace granted to
users playing a role.
Communication happens through physical channels,
e.g., IJnix sockets, ISDN connections, high-speed video
channels, etc. Physical channels are modeled in CSDL as
virturil channels. They model the data exchange between a
coordinator and system entities (i.e., users and
applications). Virtual channels are controlled by virtual
switchers that model multiplexing and demultiplexing of
data streams in terms of connection matrixes.
A matrix controls a unidirectional flow of data. Hence,
bidirectional flow of data are represented by two matrixes
even if they are supported by the same physical channel
(Figure 3). We made this choice since it models the most
general situation we can have. In fact, a virtual
bidirectional channel could be implemented by two

plus those available as member of Readers,
WorkingGroup, and Input groups. Myself means the
sender, and other means any other but the sender. The
last request, that does not mention any user, is an
anonynwus request.
Effects of a request are actions expressed by means of
the internal operators insert and extract that change
groups' membership. Cooperation policies can be defined
through proper combinations of them. For example, the
actions associated with the anonymous request join
Currentwriter make a new writer by removing the sender
(i.e., the current writer) from the group, and adding a new
writer removed from the Nextwriters group. Since
Nextwriters has been defined of type queue, the .first
ntenzher is removed. The select and remove functions
return a user selected according to the type of the group.
Remove also extracts the user from the group.
A request may include a pre-condition that defines when
it is acceptable. It is expressed in term of group
membership and group cardinality.
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coordinator body XWindow {
switcher inOut XProtocol;
group Connectedusers {
connected;
inOff;
outoff;]
group Output {
outOn; ]
group Input {
inon;] ]

physical channels. Moreover, a virtual data flow could be
implemented by more than one physical channel (e.g.,
synchronized audio and video channels). This peculiarity is
crucial when dealing with multimedia applications. In our
example the two matrixes are just a better graphical
representation of physical channels, that are actually
bidirectional Unix sockets.

:qq
...

Ui inMatrix

Shared
Workspace

outMatrix

A body includes a declaration of a virtual switcher. The
declaration defines the mode of the channels connected to
the switcher: in or out mode states that the switcher
controls a unidirectional data flow, inOut mode states
that the switcher controls a bidirectional data flow.
Channels are controlled by clauses defining the
connections status. Members of Connectedusers group are
Connected to the shared workspace through virtual
channels, but they are not enabled to send or receive data
( i n o f f and o u t o f f ) . When a user joins the Output
group, its output channel is enabled (inon), and when he
joins the Input group the input channel also becomes
enabled (outon). Pictorially, a connection is a white dot
in a cross of two virtual channels. When it becomes
enabled the dot becomes black.
To complete the definition of a communication
coordinator, we must ultimately deal with the mapping
between virtual and physical channels. To handle physical
channels we need to identify the system's entities, i.e.,
applications and users. At this stage, anonymous group
members are identified as actual entities.
A switcher declaration defines how users and
applications can be reached through system or network
addresses. They are identified by a Service Access Point
(SAP) in the ISO/OSI terminology [203. Depending on
the underlying communication model, SAP may be a
process name, a host name, a socket id, a telephone
number, etc. If needed, an optional pragma specifies
system dependent pamneters.
A switcher declaration for the system we are presenting
could be

-virtual
Legenda
channel
0

connection
active connection

Shared
Workspace

Figure 3. InMatrix and outMatrix.

CSDL programming style suggests to associate a body
only to coordinators that are leaves of a tree of
coordinators. It means that all application-dependent, and
media-dependent features are encapsulated into coordinators
at the lowest level. These coordinators are named
cornnzunication coordinators.
In our system only the XWindow coordinator has a
body. The communication layer is the XWindow protocol,
but it is not relevant at this stage. The body states who
has a connection, who is enabled to send data, and who is
enabled to receive data. The specification and the body of
XWindow is
coordinator XWindow {
invariant #Input I 1;
group Connectedusers {
type Set;
requests
join Output myself {
actions: insert Output myself; } }
group Output {
type Set;
requests
leave Output myself {
actions: extract Output myself; ]
join Input myself {
actions: insert Input myself; } )
group Input {
type Set;
requests
leave Input myself {
actions: extract Input myself; ] ) )

switcher inOut XProtocol {
connects U 1 through SAPl pragma { . . .],
U2 through SAP2 pragma { . . .),

...

1Jn through SAPn pragma { . . .],
to Application through SAPa pragma { . . .]; )
It specifies that there is a set of users connected to
SAPl, SAP2, ...,SAPn, and an application connected to
SAPa. A connection becomes active when a user joins the
WorkingGroup group. In fact, he or she becomes member
of the Readers group, and then of the Connectedusers and
Output groups (see Figure 2). Members of the
ConnectedUsers group are connected, and members of
the Output group are enabled to receive data.
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advantage of this model is the capability of (re)using most
of the existing software. The advantages are that users can
continue to use those applications they are familiar with,
and that no further effort is requested for designing and
implementing the applications.
The resulting system has a modular architecture in
which modules are independent and reusable in several
contexts. In our example, the Cooperation Control
module is the implementation of coordinators Top and
SharedEditor, the Communication module is the
implementation of coordinator XWindow, and the shared
application is XEdit (Figure 4).The system architecture is
completed by a Interface that allows users to send requests.
User interface issue will be discussed in section 4.2.
In CSDL we have modeled the physical channels
through inMatrix and outMatrix. Figure 5 is the graphical
representation of the communication module. It is split in
two parts: The first part is a coordinator with its groups
and with users viewed as group members; The second part
is a system-dependent part described by virtual switchers.
For systems in which the shared workspace is a single
application, virtual channels mirror the physical channels.
In the 1Jnix environment, modules can be implemented as
processes connected through sockets. The module
communication is connected to E d i t , and to every user
connected to the system. The communication protocol
depends on the application (the X11 protocol in this case).
CSDL defines a protocol (based on requests) for
communication between modules dealing with the
cooperation control, namely, between the cooperation
control module and the interface, and between the
cooperation control module and the communication
module.

Channel definitions above look quite static. They are
presented in a declarative form for the sake of readability.
An existing prototype version of the architecture
underlying CSDL does support dynamic connections. The
connection of a new user implies the invocation of a
daemon tliat provides information about the SAP to be
used.

4 . System architecture
So far we have specified the cooperation part of a
cooperative system. In this section we present the
influences of specification on system architecture. In
particular we present two versions of the system to
illustrate how a body can model the actual system
configuration.

a
Cooperation Control

wm

Cooperation control data
Application data

Figure 4. System architecture.

The system is based on a single-user application. The
application is shared among several users that may access
it according to the cooperation policy defined in the
coordination part of the system. This kind of applications
can be classified as cooperation-unaware upplications,
since the cooperation control does not depend 011 their
status. In our example we suppose that a user can freely
choose his role, the only restrictions being those defined
by the policy. The application exchanges data regardless
who is the sender or the receiver.
Single-user applications are designed to interact with a
user that plays all roles. For instance, the same person can
start or quit the application, thus acting as application's
manager, and he or she can input data acting as
application's user. Most modem single-user software is
designed following the client-server schema. In these
cases, it is possible to introduce a module that intercepts
the inputhutput streams to simulate a multi-user
application. In the X11 context, it means that the module
simulates an XServer to the application, while it actually
receives inputs and sends outputs to several users [ 13. The

site2
sitei
site3

3 3
si:

site3

~~

Figure 5 The Communication module.

4.1. Shared vs. Replicated architecture
So far we have considered a cooperating system in
which the shared application is implemented by a shared
process. Since the environment is a set of workstation
connected through a networking system, it may be
convenient to spread processes over the sites to exploit the
distributed architecture. As expected, the logical
description of the system does not change, that is, the
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This scheme can correspond to the implementation of
applications that have independent input and output
channels. Since in our case there is only one bidirectional
channel (a socket), distribution can be achieved by the
introduction of processes that act as Remote Controllers
(RC), as illustrated in Figure 8. RC lets the output data
flow through without changes. The input data flow is
diverted to the centralized Communication process. Input
data for the application are those coming from the
Communication process.
Figure 9 illustrates the architecture of the whole
system when XExlit is replicated on each site. This time
the Communication process is connected to Remote
Controllers that act as described above. In general, their
behavior is defined by the cooperation policy, thus the
virtual switchers associated with remote controllers are
driven by the Communication process. In our case they
are static since all users receive outputs, and inputs are
controlled by the Communication process.

coordinators are not affected by implementation choices.
What changes is the definition of virtual switchers that
map virtual channels into physical channels.
U1

U2

Un

i%fi
outMatrix

sitel sle2

.. .

siten

sitel site2

...

siten

Figure 6. Switchers for replication.

Suppose that on each site there is a copy of XEdit, i.e.,
the shared workspace is implemented as a set of replicated
processes. The virtual switcher in Figure 3 is modified by
adding columns (i.e., virtual channels) to obtain square
matrixes (Figure 6 ) . Inputs are sent to every copy of the
application. Since every copy holds the same status, a
user can receive outputs from one copy of the application.
This is defined by putting only a dot per row in
outMatrix.

Q

(b)

USER

USER

Figure 7. (a) centralized, and (b) partially
centralized data-flow control.

Figure 9 A replicated version of the system.

The switcher represented by inMatrix and outMatrix
could be implemented as a centralized process (Figure 7a).
This seems a proper solution for the input strean, since
input messages must be sent to every copy of the
replicated application, and it guaranties message ordering.
Instead, it is more convenient that output messages are
sent directly to a user by a local copy of the application
(Figure 7b). This improves performance by reduction of
message traffic, and introduction of parallelism. This is
defined by putting dots on the diagonal of outMatrix.

4.2. Multiuser interface
The multiuser interface of a system should reflect the
user interface of system's components. In the system we
are studying, there are two types of components: the
application implementing the shared workspace, and
modules dealing with coordination. On a user's screen
there are two related windows, one dealing with
cooperation control and another associated with the shared
application.
The shared application has its own interface that allows
data exchange and application control, as well. A user of
the cooperative system will see on his screen a window of
its virtual XEdit. Through it the user can read the editing
text and modify it when he or she plays the role of writer.
The specification of a coordinator defines which
commands can be issued by members of groups, through
the definition of available requests. A standard interface
may straightforth reflect these commands, as shown in
Figure 10. In the example we suppose that user Robert is

9
XEdit

XServer

Figure 8 A remote controller RC.
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the current writer. So, he is enabled to send join
commands affecting only the CurrmtWriter group and all
users, but himself. For instance, the command <join>
<Currentwriten <Next> sends the anonymous request
join CurrentWriter to the coordinator SharedEditor. The
presented interface is very naif. A designer may develop
tailored multiuser interfaces on the top of the CSDL
communication protocol. Ad hoc interfaces are useful and
desirable, but a discussion about human-computer
interaction is Out of the scope of the paper.

performed directly by the application. In fact, only the
application can defme when a player can move.
A prototype of a conference aware application has been
developed at CEFRIEL 121. It allows users to share still
images, and to add textual and graphic annotations over
the image. The system is implemented by replicated
processes, thus allowing tailored presentation on each
workstation. The user can choose its own set of pen, its
image size, color palette, etc.

Figure 11. A system architecture for chess
games.

6. Future works
CSDL is still in an experimental version. The next
step is the complete definition of the language, and the
development of the run-time supports for cooperative
systems' execution. The ultimate goal is the definition of
a complete environment for development and run-time
management of computer-based, multimedia cooperative
systems. So far we have developed some prototype
systems based on the cooperation model presented in
section 2. In particular a prototype implements the system
described in this paper.
The current run-time supports has been developed in
linix environment. It is formed of a daemon process that
allows processes activation and acts as name server for
connecting ports, and a generic user interface that allows
user to send requests to a system. About communication
coordinators, we have already implemented switchers for
generic applications based on sockets, and for X11
applications. We aim at completing this set with
switchers for multimedia applications based on ISDN.
This part of the research will be developed at CEFRDEL,
in the context of a project sponsored by Olivetti.

Figure 10. An example of user menus.

5 . Conclusions
The goal of the paper was to present CSDL features
through the development of a simple cooperative system.
CSDL has been designed to support all phases of the
system development. It supports system specification by
defining coordinators. System architecture can be designed
by defining switchers. The paper discusses two possible
architecture for systems specified by the same
coordinators. The switcher definitions encapsulate all
system-dependent parameters that eventually permit the
physical connections.
Coordinators are independent from the communication
system, and from the user identity. They define rules for
collaboration control. Since they are structured in a
modular way, a complex cooperation policy can be layered
into simpler sub-policies that can be better understood,
and developed incrementally.
In the system presented in this paper coordinators are
also independent from the shared workspace, i.e., from the
applications that are used in collaboration. This is typical
when the cooperative system exploits conference unaware
application, such as the family of X11 applications. But
when the application is cor@erenceaware, the coordination
activity depends partially or totally on it.
CSDL supports the design of these applications. For
example, a chess game application can be split into two
modules: a module devoted to the game, and another
devoted to players control. Figure 11 sketches a possible
architecture. This time the control of the cooperation is
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